1. History of Corner Establishment and Subsequent Restoration:

Corner was originally set by Colin Handforth (P.L.S. #1205, P.E. #3510) in August, 1977. He set a 5/8" Rebar with Plastic Cap stamped "P.E.3510" and no accessories in a small creek.

2. Description of Evidence Found:

A slide in said creek draw sometime during the winter of 1978 destroyed any evidence of this corner.


As per request of Mrs. Vern Brantner, I reestablished this corner from notes and found hubs of original survey by Colin Handforth. I set a 5/8" Rebar 36 inches long, 34 inches in ground in creek draw for corner. I also set two 2" x 2" x 36" wooden guard stakes 24 inches in ground around this corner and one reference tree; An Alder, 10" Dia. bears N20°W 24.05' to nail in small face.
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SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATE

This corner record correctly represents work performed by me or under my direction in compliance with the provisions of ORS 209.250 Laws of 1956. Date.

Signature Certificate No.
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